In vitro culture and labeling of neural cell aggregates followed by transplantation.
Septal, cortical, or whole brain fetal (E15-17) cells were dissociated and cultured in serum-supplemented Dulbecco minimum essential medium under rotating culture conditions. Preincubation and exposure to cytosine arabinoside was utilized to produce "neuron-rich" cultures. Fluorescent latex microbeads were added to cultures at seeding time or early after aggregate formation. All cell types were found to incorporate the fluorescent beads, although apparently not to the same extent. Two- to five-day-old aggregates tended to attach and grow neurites after their transfer to poly-l-lysine- or Matrigel-coated dishes under stationary conditions. Early aggregates transplanted to the hippocampus of adult rats developed into identifiable grafts, with fluorescent-labeled cells. We conclude that "young" neural cell aggregates maintain their ability to undergo two basic phenomena for cellular interaction, i.e., attachment and neuritic growth. Floating aggregates may provide a convenient cellular condition whenever culturing of neural cells is to be used before grafting them into a host animal.